PP-5
6 x 6 in. Ceiling Adapter with 1.5 in. NPT Welded Coupler

Color: Black
Weight: 3.00 lb. | 1.4 kg
Weight Capacity: 160 lb. | 72.6 kg
Plate Size: 6.00 in. (wide) x 6.00 in. (high) | 152 x 152 mm
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DESCRIPTION

This 6 x 6 in. adapter plate has a 1.5 in. NPT threaded pipe coupling that is slotted for safely routing signal cable through pipe interior. It can be used with any standard 1.5 in. NPT pipe or with one of our 1.5 inch adjustable-height suspension adapters (APP-1321 or APP-2446) for drop distances of more than 3.8 ft.

FEATURES

- 6 x 6 in. ceiling footprint
- Includes a locking screw for added safety and security
- Welded coupler features cable routing outlet

LIFETIME WARRANTY
PP-5
6 x 6 in. Ceiling Adapter with 1.5 in. NPT Welded Coupler

DOWNLOAD FULL SIZE CAD FILES AND DIMENSIONAL DRAWINGS AT MOUNTS.COM

RELATED PRODUCTS FOR PP-5

APP-2446
Adjustable-Height Pipe Adapter with 1.5 in. NPT Pipe

APP-1321
1.5 in. NPT Adjustable-Height Pipe Adapter

PWH-10B
10 in. Black Pre-Cut NPT with Cable Holes

PWH-24B
24 in. Black Pre-Cut NPT with Cable Outlet

PWH-36B
36 in. Black Pre-Cut NPT with Cable Outlet
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SIMILAR PRODUCTS

PP-5
6 x 6 in. Ceiling Adapter with 1.5 in. NPT Welded Coupler

PP-USA
Unistrut Adapter

PP-TL
Vaulted Ceiling Adapter

PP-FCMA
Full-Tile False Ceiling Adapter

PP-16
Ceiling Joist Spanner with 1.5 inch NPT Receptacle

EUCB
2 in. Column to 1.5 in. NPT Adapter
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